U.S. Curling Association List Rental Policy
(revised October 12, 2015)

• The USCA physical address mailing list for individual members will not be provided to anyone.
• The USCA member clubs and member states/regions (not individuals) physical address list will be provided free of charge as a member benefit to USCA member clubs, states/regions that are utilizing the list for curling-related projects/programs, such as fundraising efforts, bonspiel invitations, etc. While this information is also available publicly on the USCA web site (via the annual Directory/Media Guide), the more convenient list compiled by the USCA will be provided to members as described here.
• USCA sponsors and advertisers may rent the USCA physical address mailing list for member clubs and states/regions on a one-time-per-use basis.
• The USCA email address list will not be provided to anyone. However, the USCA may provide a pass-through service for USCA sponsors (may be included as sponsor benefits), both for the digital address and physical address lists. The USCA may also include ads or other sponsor recognitions in our digital communications.
• USCA member clubs, states/regions (not individuals) may purchase available advertising in USCA digital and print communications at a discounted member price.
• The list of USCA members (as in individuals reported by Member Clubs) is proprietary to the USCA. When this list is provided to anyone as stated above, or utilized for any purposes stated above, those members who have opted out of receiving such communications will be removed from the related mailing lists.